
4 September 2009 

3D Paint Store (Holdings) Ltd 
A B N  94080817038 
61140 Melbourne Street 
PO Box 399 

The General Manager 
Adjudication Branch 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission 
GPO Box 3131 
Canberra ACT 2601 

. -. .- 
East Maittand NSW 2323 
T: (02) 4934 1710 
F. in?) 49% 1983 

Dear MadamlSir, 

Re: Collective Bargaining Notifications CB00081-CB00137 lodged by PaintRight LM 

In reference to your letter of 25 August. 2009, inviting submissions in relation to the 
abovementioned collective bargainins notifications from PaintRight Ltd. 3D Paint Store 
(Holdings) Ltd ('3D') wishes to provide the following  submission^ 

Background and Market 
3D is the franchisor company that operates a national chain of approximately 130 paint 
specialist franchised stores under the 'Inspirations - 3D Paint & Colour" trademarks. 3D is 
owned by its members (i.e. the franchisees). 

30, through its franchise stores, operates in the paint reseller market affected by 
PaintRight's proposed collective bargaining arrangement. 

Supplier Trading Relationships 
3D as the franchisor entity, enters directly into the trading arrangements and commercial 
transactions with suppliers to the paint re-seller market. Under the franchise agreement, 3D 
sells these products to its franchisees. 

3D currently has trading arrangements dire* with some 40 suppliers of paint and painting 
accessow oroducts. 29 of these su~~ l i e rs  are listed in the PaintRiaht notification as tamet - - 
supplier eki ies for collective bargainkg negotiations. 

Franchise Arrangements and Regulatlons 
The PaintRight members do not currently operate under a franchise arrangement. 

In the Form GA Notification of Collective Bargaining lodge by PaintRight Ltd on behalf of its 
members, all members have signed an authorisation stating 

.... we have the reasonable expect8tion that we will enter into a franchise agreement 
/franchise relationship with PaintRight Pty Ltd.' 

This does not imply a guarantee or timeframe in which the PaintRight members will become 
a franchised group. 

Under Section D, part 6 of PaintRight's collective bargaining notification. it states: 

'The [collective bargaining] agreements are primarily set up forthe collection of 
rebates which are used to market the group" 



and 

"By entering into a collective bargaining agreement, members will have access to 
deals they could not access individually. By consolidating their purchasing power 
they not only command betterpricing from suppliers, but also gain leverage when 
discussing supply issues.. . . " 

Under a franchise operation, 3D endeavours to obtain the above same benefits for its 
members. However. under a franchise arrangement, 3D and its members are subject to a 
series of agreements setting out rules and obligations around the commercial conduct of its 
members and participation in the franchise industty is regulated by the Franchising Code of 
Conduct under the Trade Practices (Industry Codes - Franchising) Regulations 1998. As a 
franchisor, 3D has to supply certain sewices to make its members more competitive and 
effective and there are costs and investment in resources required in doing this. Further, 30 
is obliged to comply with the Franchisee and onerous disclosure obligations. 

As such, the establishment, operation and regulation of the franchise operation have, and 
continue to involve significant operational, participation and compliance costs for 3D and its 
members. 

In the case of a franchise operation, the Franchise Code of Conduct, requires the disclosure 
of the type of rebates PaintRight propose to collect from suppliers. However, the proposed 
collectke bargaining arrangemerits don't appear to imposethe same disclosure obligations. 

The proposed collective bargaining arrangement sought by PaintRight would effectively 
provides its group ofice and members with the benefits of a franchise operation, without the 
costs and regulatory compliance obligations of a franchise operation, i.e. Paintright want the 
upsides and benefits of franchising without the downsides, costs and regulations of a 
franchise. 

As such, 3D suggests that this situation would imply that it's not a level cornpetitfive playing 
field for 3D franchisees versus non-franchised Paintriaht members and, as such opposes 
PaintRight's collective bargaining notication on beha? of its members. 

Thank you for the opportunity for this submission. 

Yours faithfully, 

Chief €xe&tive Officer 
3D Paint Store (Holdings) Ltd 


